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Abstract

Challenging space mission scenarios include those in very low Earth orbits, where the atmosphere creates significant drag to the S/C and forces their orbit to an early decay. For drag compensation, propulsion systems are needed, requiring propellant to be carried on-board. An atmosphere-breathing electric propulsion system (ABEP) ingests the residual atmosphere through an intake and uses it as propellant for an electric thruster. Theoretically applicable to any planet with atmosphere, the system might allow drag compensation for an unlimited time without carrying propellant. A new range of altitudes for continuous operation would become accessible, enabling new scientific missions while reducing costs. Preliminary studies have shown that the collectible propellant flow for an ion thruster (in LEO) might not be enough, and that electrode erosion due to aggressive gases, such as atomic oxygen, will limit the thruster’s lifetime. In this paper we introduce the use of an inductive plasma thruster (IPT) as thruster for the ABEP system as well as the assessment of this technology against its major competitors in VLEO (electrical and chemical propulsion). IPT is based on a small scale inductively heated plasma generator IPG6-S. These devices have the advantage of being electrodeless, and have already shown high electric-to-thermal coupling efficiencies using O\textsubscript{2} and CO\textsubscript{2} as propellant. A water cooled nozzle has been developed and applied to IPG6-S. The system analysis is integrated with IPG6-S equipped with the nozzle for testing to assess mean mass-specific energies of the plasma plume and estimate exhaust velocities.
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1. Introduction

Missions in LEO may open new market opportunities for weather forecasting, monitoring of oceanic currents, polar ice caps, fires, agriculture, and military and civil surveillance services. Recently ESA mission GOCE has ended, providing detailed information of Earth’s geomagnetic field by orbiting as low as 229 km [1] using RIT as EP. Missions at low altitudes are limited in mission lifetime due to aerodynamic drag, caused by momentum exchange between the residual atmosphere particles and the S/C, requiring an efficient propulsion system that compensates the drag. Such low altitudes would allow simpler and smaller platforms, meaning lower costs, as well as ensuring self de-orbiting at the end of the mission [2]. For such missions, the maximum mission lifetime of a S/C is a mission design driver that depends on the amount of drag that the propulsion system can compensate, and, second, for how long. These two are dependent on the propulsion system efficiency, on the amount of propellant carried on board, and on the generated of drag. Besides, businesses interest lies in the value they can get from the investment done. For that
reason, the new value proposition that ABEP propulsion systems delivers to satellite launching businesses is extremely important, since advantages of EP systems like high specific impulse, capability to extend mission lifetime, in this specific case therefore enabling drag compensation in VLEO (ABEP), and cost-benefit analysis are key for launching such missions.

2. Atmosphere-Breathing Electric Propulsion

Atmosphere-Breathing Electric Propulsion System (ABEP) is a promising strategy to efficiently compensate the drag in orbit, enabling longer mission lifetime in VLEO and reducing propellant mass requirement. An ABEP system provides thrust to the spacecraft by collecting the residual atmosphere of the planet at low altitude orbits using a specially designed intake, and utilizing it as propellant for an electric thruster. The concept is to extend the spacecraft’s lifetime by eliminating the need to carry propellant on-board. Providing a virtually unlimited amount of propellant, the lifetime-limiting factor is no longer the amount of propellant carried on-board, but the durability of the other satellite's subsystems. Eliminating the need of carry propellant into orbit brings the benefit of reduced launch mass as long as the mass of the ABEP system is less than that of a conventional propulsion system (including the propellant). However, the intake mass is yet to be determined, but might increase as the design altitude reduces. As a result, it is possible to use less powerful launch vehicles, reducing costs. Alternatively, the payload mass can be increased. In this paper, a system analysis for ABEP is proposed, where an inductive plasma thruster (IPT) is used as EP. IPT are electrodeless devices based on inductively heated plasma generators (IPG), therefore eliminating the performance degradation issue typical of RIT and HET, allowing a wide range of propellant to be used and, moreover, removing the need of a neutralizer. The concepts is shown within Fig. 1.

IRS has gathered several decades of experience in the development, operation, characterization and qualification of various plasma sources. Among them are steady state self-field and applied field magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) sources, thermal arcjet devices, IPG and hybrid plasma systems [3], [4], [5]. These plasma systems are in application for aerothermodynamics testing, heat shield material characterization [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], electric space propulsion [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18] and terrestrial plasma technology (i.e. technology transfer) [19], [20], [21]. IPG have originally been developed to cope with chemically aggressive working gases for the IRS plasma wind tunnel PWK3. The electrodeless design enables additionally a pure plasma which engages the potential for aerothermochemical investigations in the field of heat shield material catalysis [8], [10], [22], nitridation and oxidation [23], [24] and, in addition, the behaviour of both plasma sources for plasma wind tunnels and electric propulsion and respective flow conditions [25]. Moreover, the high power inductively heated plasma sources developed at IRS were respectively characterized and modeled to provide increased understanding and an experimental database [4], [5], [26]. On basis of both system and mission analyses and the IPG-heritage, IPG6-S has been tested as IPT candidate in the context of ABEP [27], [28], [29], [30], [31].

3. Literature Review of ABEP concepts

Among the most advanced concepts for ABEP the most representative are those of JAXA, ESA, BUSEK, and STAEEL.

The Air-Breathing Ion Engine (ABIE), developed by Nishiyama, Fujita, and Hisamoto of the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) [6]. The concept consists of an ECR (Electron Cyclotron Resonance) ion thruster. This type of thruster uses a microwave emitting antenna to generate an electric field and magnets to produce a strong magnetic field. A ring-shaped intake, surrounding the spacecraft core, is designed to provide a sufficient pressure to the thruster, estimated to be around 0.5 Pa. Reflectors and a honeycomb structure of small ducts array at the intake entrance prevent the particles from exiting the intake in upstream direction. Designed for altitudes between 150 and 200 km, it achieves a thrust density (thrust-to-power-ratio) of 10-13.7 mN/kW. The power requirement for full drag compensation at an altitude of 170 km is between 4-5.59 kW.

A different approach was taken by ESA, presenting the RAM-EP Concept [9]. A medium-sized satellite was proposed with an estimated C_d=2, a cross sectional area of 1 m² and a mass of 1000 kg. This concept differs from ABIE in that the intake and thruster are physically separated. The RAM-EP is equipped with four RIT-10 to provide a combined thrust in the range of 2-20 mN whilst the maximum power availability for propulsion is set to 1 kW. The spacecraft is designed for a sun-synchronous orbit (SSO) at an altitude range of 180-250 km and has an estimated lifetime of 3-8 years. According to the study, at altitudes of more than 250 km, conventional electric propulsion systems become more competitive, because
of the lower drag and therefore lower propellant requirement, and because of the even more rarefied atmosphere that would deliver less mass flow to the RIT propulsion system. The intake is composed of a cylindrical array of diffusor baffles to increase pressure and prevent backflow.

The MABHET (Martian Atmosphere-Breathing Hall-Effect Thruster) concept by BUSEK [12] is an ABEP system designed for small spacecraft orbiting in around Mars. This concept consists of an intake, a Hall-effect thruster, and solar arrays as main power source, supported by batteries to cope with eclipses and power peaks. The thruster has been operated with a gas mixture similar to the Martian atmosphere (mostly CO₂), achieving a thrust density of 19.3–33 mN/kW, depending on the propellant mass flow. The intake is a cylinder measuring 3.7 m in length and 0.6 m in diameter, and allows a compression ratio of up to 100 and provides a collection efficiency of ηc = 35%. Assuming a drag coefficient of Cₚ=3, 1.2 kW of power is estimated to be sufficient for full drag compensation at altitudes between 150–180 km, which proves the general feasibility of this concept. According to [13], a maiden flight is planned for 2025.

Shabshelowitz [18] examines the feasibility and efficiency of RF plasma technology regarding ABEP. The comparison of two thruster types, an RF plasma thruster (RPT) and a Helicon Hall Thruster (HHT), revealed that the utilisation of atmospheric gases, such as N₂ and O₂ leads to a lower efficiency of the HHT, in addition to the vulnerability regarding oxidation. The RPT produces less thrust operating with air and N₂ than with Ar. The calculations and experiments are based on a concept spacecraft with a mass of 325 kg, and an outer diameter of 0.7 m. ηc is assumed to be 90%. The required thrust at an orbit altitude of 200 km is estimated at 8.8 mN to achieve a mission lifetime of 3 years. To produce this amount of thrust using Ar, the RPT requires 1–1.5 kW of power depending on mass flow. With air, however, no thrust could be measured. The HHT requires 306 W of power, and was tested with N₂.

SITAEL [19] proposes a concept based on an integrated RAM-EP concept including a Hall-effect thruster (HET). The system is designed for altitudes below 200 km and a lifetime of more than 4 years. The intake is built with a cylindrical array of ducts in a splitting configuration, and a conical convergent part at the back, which condenses the mass flow. The thruster is a HET with separate stages for ionisation and acceleration. The intake has a frontal area of 0.12 m². The design altitude is 200 km and tests will be conducted with a corresponding mixture of O₂ and N₂. Ignition will be attempted with Xe or Kr, and in the case of an insufficient mass flow will be assisted by a gas distributor downstream of the intake. The flow generator will be a 5 kW class Hall-effect thruster. SITAEL announced to have completed an end-to-end test of their system, however, as of September 2017, experimental results are not yet available.

4 DISCOVERER ABEP concept

This paper is realised within the context of the European-funded project DISCOVERER which aims to revolutionise Earth-observation satellites for sustained operation at VLEO. IRS, in particular, has to develop an intake and an inductive plasma thruster (IPT) for an ABEP application.

The IPT is based on IPG6-S, a small-size IPG available at IRS. In an IPG a coil is wrapped around a quartz tube, the discharge channel, and fed by RF AC current. It operates in a way similar to a transformer where the primary winding is the coil and the secondary is the gas inside the discharge channel. The current flowing in the coil induces an oscillating magnetic field in the discharge channel which accelerates ions and electrons of the gas, plasma forms and a chain reaction establishes. IPG6-S facility main parameters are: maximum input power P_max = 20kW, maximum voltage of 1.7 kV, and variable frequency between f = 3.5 – 4.5 MHz, depending on the impedance of the IPG. For the current configuration f ~ 4MHz. IPG6-S, see Fig. 1, is a small nozzle cooled, the discharge channel has an outer diameter of 40mm, a length of 180 mm and the coil has 5.5 turns providing an inductance of 0.489 H [46]. A twin facility, IPG6-B, is installed at the University of Baylor, Waco, Texas, USA. A nozzle has been developed for IPG6-S in order to accelerate the plasma and produce thrust, paving the way for the development of the IPT. The nozzle is made of brass and water cooled, designed to be easily modified to allow various configurations: de Laval nozzle, convergent only, or no nozzle. The convergent section and the divergent section can be substituted to achieve various sizes and angles. The current design has a throat of 20 mm and the end of the divergent section again to 40 mm. The nozzle is shown in Fig. 3.
The current test facility for IPG6-S was previously used for RIT testing. The vacuum tank has a diameter of 2 m and a length of ~5 m, see Fig. 3. The main vacuum facility provides background pressure of ~1 Pa, while a system of oil diffusion pumps can bring the background pressure down to 1E-5 Pa. A recent refurbishment has been completed and preliminary tests will be performed by the first middle of September 2017. Test will include calorimeter measurements of the plasma plume energy leaving IPG6-S with various nozzle configuration.

Concerning the intake, further analysis were done by IRS [23]–[25]. Intakes from ESA [1], BUSEK MABHET [2] and ABIE (JAXA) [3] were reviewed, and the last two analysed with DSMC for verification. A model based on simple algebraic relations was derived and verified by corresponding simulations. The common feature of the inlet section of all passive intake designs, is the idea of a “molecular trap” based on the transmittance characteristic for a flow of large speed ratio through an effectively long geometry, e.g. a tube or thin ring, with diffuse scattering afterwards. Simulations show that the transmittances depend only on S and the geometry, therefore the geometry can be optimised for the respective inflow conditions [25]. Another study [24] applied this balance model to a geometry based on the IPG6 discharge channel dimensions with Aout = 1.075x10⁻³ m². Calculations were done for an altitude of 140 km in Earth atmosphere and 110 km in Mars atmosphere. Again, it was shown that an increasing area ratio Ain/Aout raises the collected mass flow, but reduces collection efficiency, which is equivalent to the thrust-to-drag-ratio of the spacecraft.

5. Business Model
According to [32] the starting point of innovative business models are its value propositions. [33] defined business model as a representation on how businesses operate. [34] defined the value proposition as the reason why a customer should buy a product or service from your business.

In this specific case, the innovative value proposition that ABEP systems may offer to the market can be expressed as “to enhance mission’s lifetime and, accordingly, create more value for the investors”. ABEP system is better than other EP drag-compensation systems, since it eliminates the weight of the propellant, increases the lifetime of the mission and, compared to other EP technologies, avoids the need for electrodes and their associated limitations. The next step in defining a business model is to identify the key resources and key activities. To take advantage of the ABEP value proposition, the key resources can be physicists and aerospace engineers that help in developing the electric thruster, and a plasma wind tunnel to test the system performance. Besides the key resources, the necessary key activities are research and testing to provide a better understanding of the use and performance of those innovative propulsion systems in LEO missions. Currently, ABEP systems are under study. They show very prominent advantages in front of other propulsion systems. However, the overall lifetime of the missions depends not only on the propulsion systems, but also on materials degradation. For that reason, further research in the elements that affect lifetime missions are required in order to be competitive in the market and get as much value as possible compared to the investments done.

6. Conclusions
The concept of ABEP has been depicted within this paper starting from a literature review and describing the advances done within the DISCOVERER project. Intake design. The nozzle has been designed, built, and ready to test for calorimeter plasma plume energy estimation. The refurbished facility is now ready for future IPG6-S and IPT development and testing.
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